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Outline
• Motivations for studies of diboson production
• Analysis strategies for WW and WZ measurements
– Developed on Monte Carlo simulations
– Assuming an integrated luminosity of ∼100 pb-1

• Requirements for background rejection
• Techniques for determination of the remaining
background
– Data-driven methods

• Expected yields and uncertainties

The CMS experiment @ LHC
The Large Hadron Collider
•p-p collider
•Centre-of-mass energy = 14 TeV
•Protons per bunch = 1.1 1011
•Design luminosity = 1034 cm-2 s-1
•Time between collisions = 25 ns
•Circumference = 26.7 km

CMS: a general
purpose detector

2010 run @ 7 TeV:
Expect to collect by the
end of the year an
integrated luminosity of
~ 100 pb-1

Diboson production at LHC
WW production @ LO
t-channel

The s-channel probes the WWZ
and WWγ triple gauge
couplings in the SM

s-channel

WZ production @ LO
t-channel
s-channel

But also sensitive to physics
beyond the SM through the
anomalous Vector Boson coupling
q
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Experimental relevance:
An irreducible background for
Higgs/SUSY searches
Needs to be well understood!
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to increase with the
larger invariant mass
of the diboson system
available at LHC

Cross-section determination
• Main ingredients of the cross-section measurements
Number of events
after selection

Number of estimated
background events

Geometrical and
kinematical acceptance

Integrated luminosity
Selection efficiency

WW signal selection
Two-leptons final state (2e, 1e1µ, 2µ)
Backgrounds: W+jets, Drell-Yan, top (ttbar, tW), diboson (WZ,ZZ)
Selection

Analysis developed on
MC @ 10 TeV
WW cross-section @
NLO: ~ 74 pb
Compare with W+jets
cross-section: ~ 45 nb

•Robust single-lepton trigger
•Two identified and isolated leptons of opposite charge
•Leptons pT > 20 GeV/c
•No additional muon in the event
•Z-veto: rejects events with di-lepton invariant mass in the
interval [76, 106] GeV/c2
•Low hadronic activity requirement: rejects events with at
least 1 jet with |η|< 3 and ET > 20 GeV
•Large missing transverse energy due to undetected neutrinos
Jet veto → top background rejection

Lepton ID and isolation requirements
→ rejection of W+jets background

100 pb-1

Missing energy in WW events
• Missing transverse energy (MET): powerful variable to
discriminate against Drell-Yan background
•ee and µµ final states: MET > 45 GeV
•eµ final states : transverse component of MET with rispect to the closest lepton > 20 GeV
(applied also for ee and µµ final states)
D-Y events

Excluded
region

WW events

Additional rejection
of Drell-Yan events
with large fake MET:
(Acoplanarity angle
between MET and pTll
directions > 0.25)
OR
(MET / pTll > 0.6)

Event yields after WW selection
Major
bkgs
Event yields
expected for
100 pb-1 data
sample
Totals

100

pb-1

Di-lepton invariant
mass distribution
after selection

Background estimation methods for WW
• Data-driven methods developed for the relevant backgrounds
W+jets background: combination of 2 methods
“Fake-rate” method
•Bkg-dominated sample applying looser isolation,
ID, and impact parameter criteria on one lepton
candidate (fakeable object)
•From QCD control sample determine probability
as a function of pT and η that a fake lepton
candidate satisfies tight requirements

“Isolation sideband” method
•Fit to the isolation distributions

Signal shape from Z
control sample
Bkg shape from QCD
control samples

top background
•Count events with additional “top-tagging” muons
(non-isolated, low pT)
•Top-tagging efficieny estimated from Monte Carlo

Off-peak Z/γγ*, WZ, ZZ
•Determined from Monte Carlo after normalization
of the di-lepton spectrum to the event yield in the
Z-veto mass region

Total estimated bkg =
10.4 ± 4.6 (stat.+ syst.)
Dominated by top
background estimate

Uncertainty on the WW measurement
Events after background subtraction = 37.5 ± 8.3 (stat. + syst.) → 22% error
Systematic uncertainties on the signal efficiency = 14%

Uncertainty on luminosity determination = 10%

Total uncertainty on the cross-section measurement = 28%

WZ signal selection
Three-leptons final state (3e, 2e1µ, 2µ1e, 3µ)
Backgrounds:
• Non-genuine Z background (ttbar+jets, W+jets)
• Genuine Z instrumental background (Zbb, Z+jets)
• Genuine Z physics background (ZZ, Zγ)

Analysis developed on
MC @ 14 TeV
WZ cross section @ NLO:
~ 51 pb

Selection
•Single-muon trigger for 3µ, 2µ1e
•Single electron OR double electron
triggers for 3e, 2e1µ
•At least 3 identified and isolated leptons
in the event with pT > 15 GeV/c
•Z candidate selection: di-lepton with an
invariant mass in the interval [50, 120]
GeV/c2
•Reject event if additional di-leptons with
invariant mass compatible to a Z are found

•Remaining highest pT lepton in the
event: pT > 20 GeV/c and satisfy tight
lepton ID criteria
•Separation in η, φ plane between
electron and muon candidates
•W candidate identification: transverse
mass

Transverse mass in WZ selection
Transverse mass requirement:
MT > 50 GeV
Normalized to 300 pb-1
3e

2e1µ
µ

2µ
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Event yields after WZ selection
Di-lepton invariant mass,
All channels combined,
300 pb-1

81 < Mll < 101 GeV/c2

Background determination for WZ
Z+jets background
“Matrix method” data-driven estimate:
•Enriched background sample by applying loose
ID criteria on W-lepton candidate in the event
•Measure probabilities for signal and background
to satisfy the tight lepton ID of the selection

N loose = N l + N jet
N tight = ε tight N l + p fake N jet

Signal lepton εtight
extracted by “tagand-probe” method
using a Z control
sample
Probability of jet
faking a lepton
extracted with a
W+jets and QCD
control samples

Other backgrounds
Estimated from Monte Carlo (conservative 100% systematic error)
Data-driven estimates can also be applied:
e.g. genuine Z background estimated from sideband of dilepton
invariant mass
Expected numbers/errors for 300 pb-1

Uncertainty on WZ measurement
Systematic uncertainty on the selection efficiency

Uncertainty on luminosity
determination = 10%

Conservative estimate:
•Variation of the MET value by 20%
•Variation of the MET direction by 0.3 rad

Total systematics by channel

Systematics expected to
improve with better
characterization of MET
and lepton fake probability
Statistical uncertainty is 30% for each channel

WZ expected significance
Expected signal significance as a function of luminosity

Toy MC study to estimate
expected significance for
different luminosity scenarios
Stat. + syst. uncertainties taken
into account

5 sigma significance can be reached at 95% C.L. with less than 350 pb-1

Summary
• Study of diboson production at CMS
– Test of Standard Model triple Gauge Boson Coupling
– Search for physics beyond the Standard Model
– Backgrounds for Higgs and SUSY searches

• We have presented analysis strategies for WW and WZ cross-section
measurements at CMS
– Robust selection to discriminate signal against backgrounds
– Data-driven methods to determine background after selection
– Study of the expected systematic uncertainty affecting the measurement

• WW cross-section can be measured with an uncertainty of less than
30% with a data sample of 100 pb-1 @ 10 TeV
• WZ signal can be observed with a statistical significance of 5 sigma
at 95% C.L. with a data sample of less than 350 pb-1 @ 14 TeV

Backup slides

Lepton isolation variable
Choice of optimal isolation variable is analysis-dependent
Definition based on:
•pT sum of tracks in a ∆R cone around the lepton candidate
(“tracker isolation”)
•ET sum of calorimetric clusters in ∆R cone around the lepton candidate
(“calorimetric isolation”)
•Cone veto can be applied to subtract lepton contribution to the sum
•The ∆R cone size can be different for tracker and calorimeter isolation
•Also “relative isolation” can be used: the tracker and calorimeter isolations
are normalized to the pT or the supercluster energy of the lepton

MET reconstruction in WW analysis
Drell-Yan events

MET is defined as the
opposite vector sum of
calorimeter energy
depositions.
It is corrected for muons
and average track
response in calorimeters

Corrected
Uncorrected

Effect of
track
response
correction

2.4 rejection factor of Drell-Yan background
in ee, µµ final states after correcting for track
response in calorimeters

Event yields after WZ selection
Normalized to 300 pb-1
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